
Monday, November 7, 2022

POLITICAL FILE DISCLOSURE FORM--NON-
CANDIDATE/ISSUE ADS
(to be completed in full at the time of the initial purchase request and 
supplemented as necessary -- for example, if the purchaser should 
provide multiple spots with different reportable content) 

Date Monday, November 7, 2022

Request Accepted

Original Form or Supplement to Form Supplement to Form

Date of Purchase Request Tuesday, October 4, 2022

Station WQPX

Responsible Station Employee Nia Dozier

Matter of National Importance Yes

Subject Federal Election

Agency/Address/Phone# Waterfront Strategies - 3050 K St NW, Suite 100,
Washington, DC 20007 - 202-338-8700

Agency Contact Mike Furman

Stations Fill Out This Section 
List All Issues of National Importance 
referenced in this spot (if none, select 
'None')

2022 Election

Abortion and Reproductive Healthcare Authenticity

Corporate Power Criminal Justice

Economy/Jobs Experience/Leadership

Gender Equality Healthcare Insurance

Medicare/Medicaid Opioid Crisis Partisanship

Social Security Taxes
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Nationwide Abortion Ban, McConnell, Supreme Court
Justices, Roe v. Wade, Ted Cruz, Pro-Life, Ultrasounds,
Scientific Research, Animal/Dog Abuse, lab
testing/experiments, Animal Testing, Animal Welfare
Act, fines, Medical Expenses, Mortgages, Health
Insurance, pre-existing health conditions, tax breaks,
minor rape victim, Oprah

Describe the specific content of National Importance mentioned in the spot (if applicable)
Ad Claims Dr. Mehmet Oz calls all abortions murder; he will support Republican Majority Leadership on 
nationwide abortion ban. This ban will impact doctors and nurses that support abortion rights; 
Pennsylvania women are at risk. Ad claims Mehmet Oz is key to passing Nationwide Abortion. Ad 
includes references to Republicans, overturning Roe v. Wade, and forcing women to undergo invasive 
ultrasounds. Ad claims that dogs, including dog 6313, suffered in Dr. Mehmet Oz’s lab for days. The 
animals didn’t eat, leaked blood and  
struggled to breath; additional symptoms are noted. The dogs were included in experiments; 300 dogs 
died in the lab; alleged violations of the Animal Welfare Act referenced. Generic Animal Testing footage 
is shown. Ad concludes that Mehmet Oz is unfit to be a Senator. Ad claims Mehmet Oz doesn’t care 
about Pennsylvania citizens; he would remove them from health insurance and end protections for pre-
existing conditions. Supports millionaire tax breaks and ending Social Security. Ad claims Mehmet Oz 
supports an Abortion Ban with no exceptions; a minor/child rape victim would be forced to deliver a 
baby under this ban. Ad claims Mehmet Oz exploited the sick, suggested scam drugs, and profited from 
opioids (opioid crisis in PA referenced). Oz supports denying coverage from pre-existing conditions, 
supports changes to Social Security, Medicare, and supports cutting taxes for millionaires. Ad refers to 
Oprah’s support for John Fetterman. Ad claims Mehmet Oz supported fake drugs/miracles cures, 
cruelly experimented on dogs, called abortion murder, and supported raising taxes on working families.

List all FEDERAL candidates 
referenced in Spot 

Mehmet Oz, John Fetterman

List the office that all above FEDERAL 
candidates  are seeking - whether or 
not the office is mentioned in the spot 
(if none,  select "None")

US Senate

List every FEDERAL election 
referenced in the spot  (if none, select 
'None')

US Senate

Purchasing Candidate or Authorized 
Committee/Sponsor (Full Name)

SMP

Address
1032 15th St, NW, #247, Washington, DC, 20005

Phone # AND Website
2028719255 And info@senatemajority.com

Contact Person (if different from 
Agency Contact) 

JB Poersch
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List of the Sponsor's Chief Executive Officers or Members of its Executive Committee, or 
Members of its Board of Directors*
JB Poersch, President 
Rebecca Lambe, Treasurer

*If the purchaser provided only one name or if there is any other reason to believe that the “list” 
provided is not accurate and  complete, a copy of a written inquiry that has been sent to the 
purchaser  asking for the missing information (and any response received) must be attached to 
this form.   

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN COMPLIANCE   
WITH THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT'S REQUIREMENTS

10/04/2022

The Communications Act requires that broadcasters who 
receive a non-candidate request for the purchase of political 
advertising must disclose in their public files a list of the 
prospective purchaser's: chief executive officers; members of 
its executive committee; or members of its board of directors. 
The information we have received thus far concerning your  
organization appears incomplete. Please promptly provide us 
with the names and titles of any  appropriate additional persons 
so that we may fulfill this legal requirement. Thank you.
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